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The Phoenix Suns have managed to play their way up the rankings with their wonderful play
as of late. Unfortunately those rankings are the order in which teams draft and the descriptor
"wonderful" is meant in total sarcasm. Nice Job Suns [more sarcasm]!

But in all honesty, don’t you think that playing our way into a top five pick, without actually
purposeful tanking, is exactly what is called for here. Imagine this current squad squeaking out
35-40 wins and drafting in the 12-14 range. I can’t think of a worse scenario occurring.

Over the past two weeks, despite the horrible game action we are being subjected to, my
brethren BSOTS’ers have pumped out quality article after quality article [after my crappy
articles] about the Suns situation, looks at free agency and some draft info.

For great insight on the draft, you should check out what Kris Habbas has to say – he spends
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about the same amount of time on breaking down prospects as a 13 year old virgin playing
World of Warcraft. Trust me, that is a lot of time. I don’t know about Kris’s habits, but I sure am
attracted to his scouting reports J.

You can also get a load of information from Jim Coughenour, but I warn you, bring a thesaurus
because he learns you some words. I feel my IQ rising as someone reads and explains his
articles to me. Additionally Dave, Sean and Jacob have incredible inside access and insight,
and they have been on a roll lately.

Me, I am trying to keep up, so here is a very brief, and completely incomplete breakdown of the
2013 draft lottery choices, chock full of missing details that I am sure Kris or someone else can
fill in. I thought it might be time to look at who we might pick up this summer to tide us over until
our savior, Andrew Wiggins [or Jabari Parker, or some other currently unknown guy that plays
his way into our hearts and souls], comes down from the heavens in an ugly suit [Madison
Square Garden] as our coveted franchise savior.
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Disclaimer: As a former scout, I have a strict rule not to draw conclusions about any player
unless I have seen at least 15 games [on video] over a minimum of two years, and have seen
him live both at a home and away game at least twice, if not more. That is my minimum and I
usually go over that by a bunch. However, since I am no longer being paid to do that, and have
a real job, I will admit that I haven’t seen all of the prospects play enough to draw any
substantive conclusions [although a few I have – mostly U of A, ASU and UNC players]. So,
keep in mind that anything I say needs to be taken with a bowl full of salt, and certainly don’t
hold anything I am saying to be the gospel. This is just to get familiar with some of the
prospects.

I will only look at the guys I think are battling for the top 10 [so I will pare it down to about 15
guys – if I miss someone, feel free to chime in] and will list them in alphabetical order, so as not
to give you the idea that I think this will be the draft order:

Isaiah Austin, 7-1, 220, C, Fr., Baylor
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Huge, Long and Skinny. Really a perimeter player in a C body. Austin looked soft, with little post
game to match. He does have perimeter skills, but is not a dominating presence in the paint
defensively like a Noel, Davis or even Henson. He is a project that could turn into an interesting
player, but like Perry Jones, it may be a while before he shows us enough to draft him in the
lottery. My guess is he stays another year.

Anthony Bennett, 6-8, 240, PF, Fr., UNLV

Powerful and skilled, Bennett has perimeter skill in combination with a savvy inside game. He
thrives off the offensive glass, can put it on the floor with excellent handles and can shoot out to
the college three with proficiency. He reminds me of Derrick Williams , but a little
stronger/tougher and certainly more advanced at his age than Williams was. Like D-Will, his
main issue is what position he would play at the next level, as he is undersized for the "4" and at
this point not a SF defender at the NBA level. It would be interesting to see his game evolve at
the college level before rolling the dice on him. However, he is one of those "ready now" players
in that he is strong and has skills that can translate to the NBA. If not drafted in the top 10, he is
one of those "steal" guys. In the top 10, he is going to have to define his game to meet the
expectations. I do like him though, and can see him moving up into the top 5. If he were 6-11,
he would clearly be the #1 pick in my opinion.
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Trey Burke, 6-0, 190, PG, So., Michigan

In his second year, he has improved across the board, something I like from players. He shoots
the ball well [52%, 39%], has increased his assists [4.6 to 7.1] and decreased his turnovers [2.8
to 1.9] while keeping Michigan in the top 5 this season. While he has some quality teammates
helping him, he clearly is the engine of that squad. Burke is showing that he can man the point
and although small, is strong enough and a good enough player to become a solid NBA point
guard. Top 5 is questionable simply because I see bigger upside guys going ahead of him, but
he will more than likely be the first PG taken in this draft and will be in the top 10. He is a
well-known sleeper, if there is such a thing.

Rudy Gobert, 7-0, Skinny, PF/C, 20, France
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An interesting prospect, Gobert has not played against a lot of top competition. He is
ridiculously long, tall and skinny, much like Isaiah Austin. He is 7-0 with a 7-9 wingspan, and
weighs in at somewhere between beanpole and walking stick. From what I have seen [very
little] he is relatively athletic and decently aggressive, although loses focus at times. He is a
defensive presence and can block shots with veracity as well as foul with eagerness. He lacks
any post game from what I have observed and is definitely a project. Will someone take him in
the top 5? Probably. Could they be looking at another Alex Ajinca? Equally probable.

Archie Goodwin, 6-4, 198, SG, Fr., Kentucky

A scorer in the "volume" category, Goodwin possesses skill and some believe he is ready for
the lottery.The games I saw were a mixed bag. Against Louisville he was solid and looked every
bit the lottery pick. Versus Baylor he was decent and against Notre Dame and Vanderbilt, he
was awful and not worthy of being drafted. He is extremely athletic in the same mold as
McLemore, but might be a bit smaller than him and clearly is not the shooter McLemore is. I am
convinced that he can be a solid player, but think there are quite a few shooting guards and
small forwards in this draft that are currently better than him, and he should consider staying in
school. But he goes to Kentucky, so that isn't happening. Look for him to vacillate in the 8-15
range.
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Alex Len, 7-1, 225, C, So., Maryland

Everyone loves Len. He is the Meyers Leonard of this year’s draft. Tall and long, Len is a
defensive presence and has improved his offensive game this season. I watched him mostly
last season, but will get a better look at him when Maryland takes on UNC on Saturday. Last
season, Len was receiving overwhelmingly positive comments, yet I saw a guy that had a long
way to go. He is raw offensively and tended to overreach on the defensive end. Another big
project that some may feel deserves a top 5 look. Until I see him play more, I am sticking with
what I remember, and that is this guy is still a project.

James Michael McAdoo, 6-9, 230, PF, So., North Carolina
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I have seen every single game he has played with UNC and can say wholeheartedly, while I
would love to see him drafted high and succeed in the NBA, I fear he will go the way of Marvin
Williams. McAdoo is a physical specimen, and I think he has the ability to become a great
college player. However, he suffers the same fate as guys like Marvin and Derrick Williams in
that he lacks a defined skillset and position at the next level. McAdoo has little to no perimeter
game, no ball handling skills, lacks refined post moves, isn’t an overwhelming rebounder, and is
not much of a defender even at the college level. What is he? McAdoo is an athlete who
currently thrives on his quickness and agility as a slasher to provide scoring and rebounding at
a level expected of aa very good sophomore in college. As the main guy at Chapel Hill, McAdoo
is suffering from defensive focus and is indecisive about how to play. This has really hurt his
draft stock, and in my opinion, he needs to stay in school at least one more year, if not his full
term, to develop small forward skills for the next level. I love the kid, but I wouldn’t draft him
unless it was a late pick and we didn’t need him to develop for another couple of years. I can
write more in-depth on McAdoo in a separate article.

C.J. McCollum, 6-3, 185, SG, Sr.,Lehigh

I saw him play last year a couple of times including his destruction of Dook, so I love him
already. Yet, I have not seen him this season and apparently will not since he injured his foot
and may not return to action. Too bad, because this guy may have rocketed himself up the draft
much like Dion Waiters did last season. Before the injury, McCollum was killing it, averaging
almost 25 a game on 50% shooting [52% from 3]. While not the passer of a
Damian Lillard
, McCollum is equal the scorer and immensely efficient, albeit against lesser competition. Sure
to drop in the draft position until workouts, this guy might just be a steal in the late to middle of
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the first round as the injury will push his stock lower. Or he may end up in the lottery. One thing
is for sure, undersized combo guards are a mixed bag, and rarely turn into
Eric Gordon
[when healthy]. McCollum is not the distributor of better "combo" guards, but can flat out score
the ball, so it remains to be seen how he carves out his niche in the NBA.

Doug McDermott, 6-8, 225, PF, Jr.,Creighton

If this guy went to Boston College and had a tan, I would swear he was Jared Dudley.
McDermott has a refined post-up game with an assortment of Luis Scola moves in his
repertoire. But like an undersized Scola, he struggles against bigger defenders. He also
possesses a very nice shot with range, but isn’t necessarily one to create his own shot. While
not the defender Dudley is, McDermott is a guy in Dudley’s mold offensively at the NBA level.
The question is, can he continue to be effective as a small forward at that level and what is he
worth in a draft? I think late first round, so him being on this list is more as an honor to the fact
that he may well end up as national player of the year. Plus, we all like Dudley.
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Ben McLemore, 6-5, 195, SG, Fr.,Kansas

There is a lot of buzz surrounding McLemore currently as he rises in draft status [some have
him now at #1]. An incredible athlete, his game reminds me of Gerald Henderson [Dook]. He
can flat out leap and dunk, and is a very adept catch and shoot guy. However, he currently
lacks shoot off the dribble efficiency, doesn’t really create for himself or others, and isn’t a great
defender. Many are falling in love with him, but I see a guy that needs to develop a bit more to
be considered in the
Russell Westbrook
category and not in the
Wayne Ellington
/Henderson category. To be the #1 pick [or even a top 3], you kind of need to be that
Derrick Rose
, Westbrook, Irving kind of guy. I am not sure I see that level in him. What I do see is a lot of
Gerald Henderson, and I am not sure what that is currently worth.

Shabazz Muhammad, 6-6, 225, SG, Fr.,UCLA
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Is this the Shabazz draft? Some would lead you to believe so. Muhammad sat the first two
games this season and came in looking a bit heavier and out of shape. He isn’t a super
explosive athlete and at times seems underwhelming. Yet even in the underwhelming moments,
Muhammad is uniquely effective as a player. He has shown an ability to knock down the three
with efficiency [45%] and gets to the rim with a smooth, almost James Harden-esque style.
Some claim him as the #1 pick, but I have a strong feeling that spot will go to a big with upside
rather than a SF/SG with limited athleticism. Still, Muhammad has come in and produced nicely
for UCLA and that cannot be ignored. I will watch him a bit more before declaring him a top 3
pick. Right now, I see him sliding into the 4-5 range. Is he good? Absolutely. Is he NBA good,
maybe. He has that deceptively smooth and effective game that translates up, so he is one to
keep an eye on.

Nerlens Noel, 6-11, 228, C, Fr., Kentucky

Or should we call him "Not Anthony Davis " since all anyone can do is compare the two. That is
what you get for signing with Kentucky though. Noel is a raw, long and an athletic defensive
menace. A solid rebounder and fierce shot blocker in the Davis mold, Noel is raw and
unfinished on the offensive end. At this point, to project him in the same light as Davis would be
a mistake. So the question is, will Noel become closer to Anthony Davis or
Hasheem Thabeet
? One cannot tell unless the kid stays in school and develops a bit more. But again, he plays at
Kentucky, where local ordinance strictly prohibits college players from staying in school more
than one season. Look for him to get his 13 minutes off the bench as a disappointing high draft
pick. In three years, he may well end up being the next Dikembe Mutumbo [or Thabeet].
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Mason Plumlee, 6-10, 235, PF, Sr., Dook

First, Zellers > Plumlees, just had to say it. Second, Mason will get drafted and possibly in the
top 10. A big, athletic and strong player, Plumlee is very aggressive and can run the floor and
finish better than Luke, but not quite as good as Tyler or Cody. Lacking an NBA post game,
Plumlee will find a role as a rebounder and strong defender who can roll off the picks and finish
with authority. Can you say Jeff Pendergraph ? Anyone drafting him in the top 10 should get
fired. OK, maybe I should give him a break, I mean Shavlick Randolph is such a stud. And Josh
McRoberts has proven me wrong [in that I though he would be solid]. His brother Miles is a 12th
man, so as soon as the Suns acquire Miles, Mason will skyrocket to become the better brother.

Otto Porter, 6-8, 205, SF, So., Georgetown
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A small forward in the Rudy Gay mold, Porter has size and length for the position. He is not a
shot creator, nor does he have the range and consistency on his shot, but is pretty solid from
outside as a catch and shoot player, as well as someone with a good mid-range game. He
rebounds the ball well in college, although I am not sure if that will translate to the NBA due to
his lack of elite athleticism and wiry frame. Porter has a decent IQ and moves well without the
ball, but isn’t the scorer that usually is required to land in the lottery. Defensively he is average,
although it would seem with his length he could be a better defender.

Alex Poythress, 6-7, 239, PF, Fr.,Kentucky

A strong player much in the mold of an Anthony Bennett, Poythress is a guy that should be able
to mix it up both inside and out. However, he seems to lean more heavily perimeter and I only
saw him in 4 games [ND, Baylor, Luoisville & Vandy] and he didn’t play particularly great. He
has had other games where he played quite well, but I didn’t see them. So, I am a bit skeptical
that Poythress is NBA ready. Again, the Kentucky rule is that he will bolt, and will more than
likely be a first round pick, but I lean toward believing that he is a good candidate to stay, like P
atrick Patterson
, and develop his game a bit. He doesn’t seem to be a huge upside player in my opinion, and
falls in that tweener forward category.
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Deshaun Thomas, 6-7, 215, SF/PF, Jr., Ohio State

I must be missing something, because for a guy that has been hovering in the early second
round of many mock drafts, I see a completely different picture. I don’t think there is a player in
all of college basketball that has had a better season than this guy. At 6-7, he has a prototypical
NBA small forward/big guard body, and a game to match. Why this guy isn’t being rated higher
is a mystery to me. Thomas is a scorer who can shoot the ball, has mid-range game, and can
even get to the rim. At 20 points and 7 boards a night, and shooting 47/41 on the season
against good competition, Thomas seems like he is worthy of a top 14 pick, at least in this draft.
Is it that NBA teams are only drafting on potential and ceiling, and not on production? Not a
great defender, Thomas is good enough to be a first round pick and will be the Big Ten player of
the year.

Cody Zeller, 7-0, 240, C, Soph.,Indiana
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We all know that Zeller > Plumlee [I know that is completely irrelevant and that you might be
getting a hint of my UNC Bias]. Since the Suns have employed the lesser brother [as they
always do], that means the "greater" brother should be pretty special. Cody is the "greater"
Zeller, and he is pretty solid. Is he on par with a Blake Griffin ? Hells no! Is he the "Brook" to
Tyler’s "Robin"? Quite possibly.

Zeller has many of the same qualities as Tyler, but with a more refined back to the basket
game. Cody can run the floor better than most any big in college, is aggressive on the offensive
glass, and an incredibly efficient scorer. He has actual post moves and doesn’t force anything.
For his size, he isn’t a great rebounder and is not a menacing defensive presence. What he is at
the next level is a guy that can possibly become a solid starting 4/5, but I think there is a ceiling
to his play. As some of these other "promise" players wow in workouts, I see Zeller slipping in
the draft, but will more than likely end up 5-10 in the order.

What do you think Suns fans? Which of these, or other players not listed, would be your
preference for the Suns in the up-coming draft? Vote in the poll and tell us what you think in the
comments below!
year?

-

Poll

At the moment, which player would most like to see the Suns draft with their first pick this

Shabazz Muhammed
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Cody Zeller
Ben McLemore
Nerlens Noel
Anthony Bennett
Alex Poythress
Mason Plumlee
Other
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